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KEEP YOUR ACTION CAMERAS SAFELY!

Case equipped with precubed foam 
in the bottom and convoluted foam in 
the lid.
Ideal to store and protect your iPad, 
tablet or small electronics.

3005.B

OTHER CONFIGURATIONS:

EMPTY

BLACK ORANGE

OTHER ACCESSORIES:
- Padlocks with key or 
combination. 
- Shoulder strap.

OTHER COLORS:

MIL. GREEN

*Fits iPad 9.7”
or similar
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KEEP YOUR ACTION CAMERAS SAFELY!

Case with a padded divider insert 
with adjustable partitions and 
convoluted foam (art. DIV2712). 
Ideal to store action cameras, 
compact cameras and accessories.

2712.BPH

Elastic bands 
with Velcro are 
provided to fix 
small equipment

OTHER CONFIGURATIONS:

EMPTY WITH FOAM

OTHER COLORS:

BLACK MIL. GREEN ORANGE

OTHER ACCESSORIES:
- Padlocks with key or 
combination.
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THE BEST ACTION CA MERAS PROTECTION!

Case with a padded divider insert 
with adjustable partitions and 
convoluted foam (art. DIV3317). 
Ideal to store mirrorless cameras, 
action cameras and accessories.

3317.BPH

Elastic bands 
with Velcro are 
provided to fix 
small equipment

OTHER CONFIGURATIONS:

EMPTY WITH FOAM

OTHER COLORS:

BLACK MIL. GREEN ORANGE

OTHER ACCESSORIES:
- Padlocks with key or 
combination. 
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OTHER ACCESSORIES:
- Padlocks with key or 
combination. 

THE BEST ACTION CA MERAS PROTECTION!
3818.BPH
Case with a padded divider insert with 
adjustable partitions and convoluted foam (art. 
DIV3818). 
Ideal to store DSLR cameras, lenses, flashes 
and other accessories.

OTHER CONFIGURATIONS:

EMPTY WITH FOAM

OTHER COLORS:

BLACK MIL. GREEN ORANGE

Elastic bands 
with Velcro are 
provided to fix 
small equipment
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Case with a padded divider insert with 
adjustable partitions and convoluted 
foam (art. DIV4419). 
Ideal to store DSLR cameras, lenses, 
flashes and other accessories.

4419.BPH

OTHER ACCESSORIES:
- Padlocks with key or 
combination. 
- Shoulder strap.

C A R R Y  A L L  Y O U R  CAMERAS AT ONCE!

OTHER CONFIGURATIONS:

EMPTY WITH FOAM

OTHER COLORS:

BLACK MIL. GREEN ORANGE

Elastic bands 
with Velcro are 
provided to fix 

small equipment
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C A R R Y  A L L  Y O U R  CAMERAS AT ONCE!
Case equipped with padded drone bag that can 
be used as a practical backpack (art. DRN44). 
Ideal to store, transport and protect a Parrot 
drone or similar and related accessories.

The bag can be 
used as a practical 
backpack with 
adjustable straps

Additional frontal 
pockets for tablets 
and accessories

*Fits Parrot Bebop drone
or similar

D O U B L E  U S E :

B a c k p a c k
+

H a r d  C a s e !

Extractable padded
pouches for 
accessories and 
batteries. They can be 
worn with any belt

4419.BDR
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4820.BPH

OTHER ACCESSORIES:
- Padlocks with key or 
combination. 

MAXIMUM PROTECTION FROM THE ELEMENTS!

OTHER CONFIGURATIONS:

EMPTY WITH FOAM

OTHER COLORS:

BLACK MIL. GREEN ORANGE

Case with a padded divider insert with 
adjustable partitions and convoluted 
foam (art. DIV4820). 
Ideal to store medium format digital 
cameras, lenses, flashes and other 
accessories.
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MAXIMUM PROTECTION FROM THE ELEMENTS!

OTHER ACCESSORIES:
- Padlocks with key or 
combination. 

OTHER CONFIGURATIONS:

EMPTY WITH FOAM

OTHER COLORS:

BLACK MIL. GREEN ORANGE

Self-oiling 
free running 
wheels

Wheels and 
extractable 
handle

5122.BPH
Case with a padded divider insert with 
adjustable partitions and convoluted 
foam (art. DIV5122). 
Ideal to store medium format digital 
cameras, lenses, flashes and other 
accessories.
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Case with two 
padded dividers 
inserts with 
adjustable partitions 
and convoluted 
foam (art. DIV53). 
Ideal to store 
professional 
cameras, lenses, 
flashes and other 
accessories.

5326.BPH

IDEAL PROTECTION AGAINST SHOCKS!

Elastic bands 
with Velcro are 
provided to fix small 
equipment

OTHER ACCESSORIES:
- Padlocks with key or 
combination.

OTHER CONFIGURATIONS:

EMPTY WITH FOAM

OTHER COLORS:

BLACK MIL. GREEN ORANGE

Self-oiling 
free running 
wheels

Wheels and 
extractable 
handle
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IDEAL PROTECTION AGAINST SHOCKS!
Case equipped with padded drone bag that can 
be used as a practical backpack
(art. DRN53). Ideal to store, transport and 
protect a DJI Phantom drone or similar 
and related accessories.

5326.BDR

Extractable 
padded bumbag 
to keep your 
controller safe

The bag can be 
used as a practical 
backpack with 
adjustable shoulder 
straps

Extractable padded
pouches for 
accessories and 
batteries. They can be 
worn with any belt

*Fits DJI Phantom drone
or similar

D O U B L E  U S E :

B a c k p a c k
+

H a r d  C a s e !

Additional frontal 
pockets for tablets 
and accessories
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OTHER ACCESSORIES:
- Padlocks with key or 
combination. 

QUICK, EASY CARRY ING SYSTEM. EVER!

OTHER CONFIGURATIONS:

EMPTY WITH FOAM

OTHER COLORS:

BLACK MIL. GREEN ORANGE

Elastic bands 
with Velcro are 
provided to fix small 
equipment

Wheels and 
extractable 
handle

Case with two padded dividers inserts 
with adjustable partitions and convoluted 
foam (art. DIV58). 
Ideal to store professional cameras, 
lenses, flashes and other accessories.

5823.BPH

Self-oiling 
free running 
wheels
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QUICK, EASY CARRY ING SYSTEM. EVER!

Wheels and 
extractable 
handle

5833.BPH
Case with three padded dividers 
inserts with adjustable partitions 
and convoluted foam (art. DIV58 + 
DIV58.1 + DIV58.2). 
Ideal to store professional cameras, 
lenses, flashes and other 
accessories.

Self-oiling 
free running 
wheels

Elastic bands 
with Velcro are 
provided to fix small 
equipment

OTHER CONFIGURATIONS:

EMPTY WITH FOAM

OTHER COLORS:

BLACK MIL. GREEN ORANGE

OTHER ACCESSORIES:
- Padlocks with key or 
combination. 
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OTHER ACCESSORIES:
- Padlocks with key or 
combination. 

OTHER CONFIGURATIONS:

EMPTY WITH FOAM

OTHER COLORS:

BLACK MIL. GREEN ORANGE

7745.BDR
Case with a padded 
divider insert with 
adjustable partitions 
and lid panel with 
pouches  (art. 
DRN77). Ideal to 
store, transport and 
protect a DJI Inspire 
drone or similar and 
related accessories.

Extractable 
padded
pouches for
accessories 
and batteries

*FITS DJI Inspire drone
or similar

They can be 
worn with 
any belt

Self-oiling 
free running 
wheels

SAFELY FLY YOUR DR ONE, EVERYWHERE!

Wheels and 
extractable handle

Extractable padded 
bumbag to keep 
your controller safe
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TRIPOD BAG90
Padded tripod bag in tear resistant fabric. 
Adjustable shoulder strap and frontal pouch 
for accessories. 
Ideal to protect and transport professional 
tripods for cameras and video cameras.
Weight: 0,88 Kg
External dim.: 900x200x80 mm

MUB78 PHOTO
Lightweight, injection moulded PP box for 
tough heavy duty use. Ideal for use where 
high loading capacity is needed, for photo 
and video equipment, such as tripods, 
lights, cables, batteries, etc.
- Water and shock resistant 
- Corrosion proof
- Lifting points on both ends
- Trolley with wheels and pull handle
- Large frontal handle
- Padlockable and stackable
Weight: 6,3 Kg
Internal dim.: 780x410x330 mm

Patented padlocks 
designed to fit snug 
to the explorer case 
mould so as not to 
swing out

COMBINATION PADLOCK
(Art. EXPL COMBILOCK)

HEAVY DUTY BRASS PADLOCK W/KEY
(Art. EXPL PADLOCK)

TSA COMBI PADLOCK 
(Art .  EXPL TSA.DIGILOCK)

PADLOCKS

SAFELY FLY YOUR DR ONE, EVERYWHERE!



GT LINE srl
Via del Lavoro, 50/52 - Loc. Crespellano
40053 Valsamoggia (Bo) - Italy
Tel. +39 051 65041 - Fax +39 051 734925
www.explorercases.com - salesinternational@gtline.com RE
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